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Six in a row for Hawks after demolition of Utah

By Ken Sugiura  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

10:12 p.m. Friday, December 18, 2009 

The Hawks could scarcely get out of each other's way at the start of their game against Utah on Friday night.

That gave way, however, to sublime basketball that the Jazz could not come close to matching. Defending, dunking 

and moving the basketball with precision, the Hawks ran the Jazz out of Philips Arena,  defeating them 96-83.

The Hawks have won six in a row and are 12-2 at home. They've won the past five by double digits, with an average 

margin of victory of 21.2 points. At 19-6, they lead the Southeast Division over Orlando by one-half game.

The Hawks led 44-34 at halftime after stumbling through much of the first two quarters. The Hawks, who came into the 

game with the fewest turnovers in the league, were uncharacteristically sloppy.

Center Al Horford turned the ball over when he tried passing it over his head. Guard Mike Bibby missed a wide-open 

layup. Forward Josh Smith had two turnovers on fast breaks.

Only the defense – Smith had five steals in the half with two blocks – and the Jazz's miserable shooting – they were 13

-for-36 in the half – gave the Hawks their considerable lead.

The Hawks dropped a 27-6 run on Utah to open the second half and lift the lead to 71-40. In that stretch, they assisted 

on 11 of their 13 baskets. They kept the Jazz scoreless for more than 5 minutes during that run, which lasted 7:40.

The Jazz were so off their game that no player reached double figures until about 6 minutes remained.

Meanwhile, the Hawks had such balance that no player cracked 20 points. Smith led with 16 points, to go with eight 

rebounds and five assists. Guard Joe Johnson had 12 points, nine rebounds and seven assists.
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